Given a graph G = (V, E) and a set of n pairs of vertices in V, we are interested in finding for each pair (a;, bi), a path connecting ai to b;, such that the set of n paths so found is edge-disjoint. (For arbitrary graphs the problem is NPcomplete, although it is in P if K is fixed.) We present a polynomial time randomized algorithm for finding tht-tptimal number of edge disjoint paths (up to constant factors) in thp-random regular graph G,,,, for r sufficiently large. (The graph is chosen first, then an adversary chooses the pairs of endpoints.)
Introduction
Given a graph G = (V,E) with n vertices, and a set of K pairs of vertices in V, we are interested in finding for each pair (ai, bi), a path connecting ai to bi, such that the set of 6 paths so found is edge-disjoint.
For arbitrary graphs the related decision problem is NP-complete, although it is in P if tc is fixed - Robertson and Seymour [23] . Nevertheless, this negative result can be circumvented for certain classes of graphs. Peleg and Upfal [22] presented a polynomial time algorithm for the case where G is a (sufficiently strong) bounded degree expander graph, and rc 5 n" for a small .constant E that depends on the expansion property of the graph. (A precise upper bound for e was not computed, but it is clearly less that l/3).. This result has been improved and extended by Broder, Frieze, and Upfal (10, 111, Frieze [13] , Leighton and Pao [18] and Leighton, F&I and Srinivasan [19, 201: G still has to be a (sufficiently strong) bounded degree expander but K can now grow as fast as n/(ln n)e, where 8 depends only on the expansion properties of the input graph, but is at least 2.
In random graphs Shamir and Upfal have shown in [24] that any set of up to G(fi) pairs can be connected via vertex-disjoint paths; similar results using efficient Lei Zhaoi flow techniques were also obtained by Hochbaum [15] . These results were proved for graphs with m 2 Kn log n random edges, where K is a sufficiently large constant. In these two papers the pairs are chosen first and then the graph is randomly generated. Thus they do not deal with the problem of satisfying all sets of K pairs.
Let D be the median distance between pairs of vertices in G. Clearly it is not possible to connect more than O(m/D) pairs of vertices by edge-disjoint paths, for all choices of pairs, since some choice would require more edges than all the edges available. In the case of bounded degree expanders, this absolute upper bound on rc is O(n/ !ogn). The results mentioned so far use only a vanishing fraction of the set of edges of the graph, thus are far from reaching this upper bound. Broder, Frieze, Suen and Upfal [8] have proved that for the model of random graphs, G,,,, the absolute upper bound is achievable to within a constant factor, but only if the average degree is at least Inn. In this work, we show that this result holds when the miniium degree is a large enough constant. Without significant loss of generality, we consider random regular graphs and present an algorithm that constructs the required paths in polynomial time.
As usual, let G,,p denote a random graph with vertexset {1,2,...,n} = [n] in which each possible edge is included independently with probability p, and let G n,m denote a random graph also with vertex set [n] and exactly m edges, all sets of m edges having equal probability. Let Gn,r denote a random graph again with vertex set [n] which is chosen uniformly at random from all possible r-regular graphs.
Our main result is formulated in the following theorem. THEOREM 1 .l. Let T be a suficiently large constant. Then, as n + 00, the graph G,,,+ has the following property whp: there exist positive absolute constants Q, ,6 such that for all sets of pairs of vertices { (ai, bi) 1 i = 1, . ..) IS} satisfying:
(ii) for each vertezv, I{i : ai = v}l+l{i : bi = v}I 5 fir, there exist edge-disjoint paths in G, joining ai to bi, for each i = 1,2,. . . , K. Furthermore, there is an O(n3) time randomized algorithm for constructing these paths. This result is the best possible up to constant factors. The median distance between pairs of vertices in G is sl(log, n). The need for S < 1 is discussed in [8] .
The analogous problem of finding vertex disjoint paths in random graphs is dealt with in [9].
Preliminaries
The paper contains a few unspecified absolute constants of which a above is the first. Exact values could be given but it is easier for us and the reader if we simply give the relations between them. New constants will be introduced as Cc,. . . without further comment. Furthermore, specific constants have been chosen for convenience. We made no attempt to optimize them, and, in general, we only claim that inequalities dependent on n or r hold for n or T sufficiently large.
For a graph G = (V, E) and v E V we let dG(v) denote the degree of ZI in G. We use b(G) and 4(G) to denote the smallest and largest degrees respectively. For a set S C_ V we let S = V \ S and define its neighbor 3% NG(s), = NG(S) = {U E S: 3w E S such that {v,w} E E).
For S, 2' 5 V we let eG(S, T) denote the number of edges with one end in S and one end in T. For S C V, we use G[S] to denote the subgraph of G induced by 5'.
The Chernofl bounds on the tails of the Binomial Bin(n, 0) that we use are (2.1) Pr(Bin(n,B) 5 (1 -e)n@ < e7-c2ne/2, (2.2) Pr(Bin(n,e) 2 (1 + e)n@) 5 e--c2ne/3, valid for 0 5 e 5 1.
3 Overview of the algorithm Our algorithm divides naturally into the four phases sketched below.
Phase 0: Partition G into six edge-disjoint graphs Gi = (Vi,Ei), 1 5 i 5 6. Phase 1 will use only the graph Gr ; Phase 2 will use only the graphs Gz, G3, Gq and Gs; and Phase 3 will use only the graph Gs. The partition is such that VI = V but Vz = . . . = Ve E V with [V2( 1 n -en, where E = e(r) is a smaI1 constant. starting at zi in Gs. The terminating endpoint of this walk will be denoted by tij if zi = ZLj and by bj if zi = &j.
Ater we complete a walk we remove the edges from the corresponding graph.
(b) For each i in turn, we first do a random walk starting at &i and terminating at bif in Gd. Then we repeatedly do a certain type of random walk in Gs starting from hi until one of these walks ends at bf. We keep the last walk as our path from & to b: and remove all edges seen in these walks from Gs and Gq respectively.
Most pairs (&, &) will be successfully connected in this phase. For such a pair, the final path from ai to bi is the concatenation of the paths (after removing cycles if necessary.) from ei to & and from bi to ii found in Phase 1, the paths from & to &, from & to bf , from bf to Si and from & to 8i which are found in this stage. It is important in our analysis to ensure that random walks are done on graphs of high minimum degree. We use Gs as a backup for ensuring that this is done.
Phase 3: At the end of Phase 2, whp, there will be at most n/(lnn)CO pairs (TLir &) which have not been joined by paths. We use the algorithm of (lo] to join them by edge disjoint paths, using only the edges of Gs, and then construct the final paths from oi to bi a~ above.
To prove Theorem 1.1 it suffices to show that for almost every G,,,: l Phases 0 and 1 will succeed for aII choices of aI,. . . , b, and almost every choice of zr, . . -, zs,.
l Phases 2 and 3 are successful for almost every choice of z~, --.,zzfc and any bijection {~~,---,TL~,~~,---,b~}'--){~~,--.,~2~}
Note that to prove these facts we have to consider only one experiment, namely choose G,,, at random, choose al,..., b, arbitrarily and then zr, . . . , ~2~ at random. Prom this we can deduce that almost every G,,, is such that for aEL choices of al,. . . , b, and almost every choice of z~,...>z~~, we can find edge-disjoint paths C2i -& -& -bf -bi -ii -bi for 1 < i 5 K. 4 Detailed description of the algorithm
The input to our algorithm is a random graph G,., and a set of pairs of vertices { (ai, bi) j i = 1, . . . . K} satisfying the premises of Theorem 1.1. The output is a set of K edge-disjoint paths, PI,. . . , P, such that Pi connects oi to bi.
4.1
Phase 0. We start by partitioning G into six edge-disjoint graphs Gi = (Vi, Ei), for 1 5 i 5 6. Phase 1 will use only Gi ; Phase 2 will use only G2, Gs, Gq and Gs; Phase 3 will use only Ge. The partition is such that VI = V but V2 = -. . =Ve~Vwith[VsI~n-en, where E = e(r) is a small constant.
In this construction, we use the notion of a k-core. The k-core of a collection of graphs Hi, Hz,. . . , Hl on the same vertex set V is the largest subset of V which induces a subgraph of minimum degree at least k in each of Hl,H2,..., Hl-It is unique and can be found by repeatedly removing vertices which have degree less than k in one of the 1 induced graphs. This continues until there are no vertices left or minimum degree k is achieved.
The algorithm below starts by constructing preliminary versions of these graphs, denoted G: for 1 5 i 2 6. Then edges and vertices are deleted from ,G;, . . . , G;j in order to achieve certain minimum degree properties.
Divide E into Ei, 1 5 i 5 6 by placing each edge of E independently with probability l/6 into each of El for 1 5 i I: 6.
K t [r/71 -core of Gs, _ _ _ , Ge. Let Z denote the set {zi,z2~..., zzr;]. We are going to replace the problem of finding-paths from oi JO bi b_y that of finding paths from & to bi, where {?Li, bl, ZLq, b2,. . . , zi,, b,} = 2. Let A denote the set {ai, bl,az, bz, _ . . , arc, bn}.
We connect A to Z via edge-disjoint paths in the graph Gi using network flow techniques. We construct a network as follows l Each undirected edge of Gr gets capacity 1. ,w Dach.v E V becomes a source of capacity ({i : ai = v or bi = v}] and each member of 2 becomes a sink of capacity 1.
Then we find a flow from A to Z that satisfies all demands. Since the maximum flow has integer values, it decomposes naturally into IAl edge-disjoint paths (together perhaps with some cycles). If a path joins oi to z E 2, then we let & = z.. Similarly, if a path joins bi to z E 2, then we let & = z.
Thus Phase 1 fmds edge-disjoint paths W/l) from ai to ?ii and WJ6) from $ to bi, the vertices 81,*&,&b,.
. .,&,b, 1 5 i 5 K., where E V2 are chosen uniformly at random without replacement.
On the other hand there may be some di+ult conditioning involved in the pairing of & with bi, 1 5 i 5 K. We deai with this in Phase 2(a).
Phase 2.
4.3.1 Algorithm GENPATHS. We construct edgedisjoint paths connecting &, & for 15 i 5 K. in this phase using random walks. A random walk on an undirected graph (or multigraph) G = (V, E) is a Markov chain {Xt} on V associated with a particle that moves from vertex to vertex according to the following rule: The probability of a transition from vertex v, of degree d, to a vertex w is l/dv if (0, w} E E and 0 otherwise. (For multigraphs, each edge out of a vertex is an equally likely exit; loops are counted as two exits.) Its stationary distribution, denoted by z or x(G), is given by d., ?i,=-Y_, 21EI
A trajectory W of length r is a sequence of vertices [WO,Wl,... , wl-] such that {wt, wt+l} E E for 1 5 t < 7. The Markov chain induces a probability distribution on trajectories in the usual way. We use Prg)(a,b) to denote the probability that a random walk in G of length T starting at a terminates at, b.
There is some possible conditioning involved in the pairing of & with si. To break this we first do random walks W!2), Wj5) starting from TLi, &, 1 < i 5 IC in graph l?2. Her: I'j = (Kj, Ej), j = 2, . . . ,5 denotes Gj after include a short walk WCB at the beginning provided by CONNECTBACK.
For Z E 2 we use the notation @J(Z) = i to indicate 2 E {6i, ii}. if j = c#J(z~) $ L then the deletion of some vertices and edges. We do these in 8. the order zl, ~2,. . . , ~2~; The walks are sufficiently long Let8=2ifZi=~jand8=5ifZi=$j.
that their endpoints &i, bi are essentially independent of Construct random walk Wj" starting at z6
TLi and &. wi(3) c (wf&wi(3'), wi(4) t (Iv&$, Wj4').
If the proposed start vertex v of a walk is of low 24' fi degree then we try to connect it back to vertices of large -od degree (those in Kj) by a path in Gs. The terminal 25.end GENPATHs endpoint of this walk is denoted by v'. (Note that this-paths is not of length 7-0, we expect, it tb be much shorter). We use a subroutine CONNECTBACK for this Figure 2 : Algorithm GENPATHS purpose. We do not expect to succeed all the time and our failures are kept in a set L for later consideration. Phase 2(a) we first connect them (if necessary) to the [r/101-core of Gs, Gq. We then do a random walk Wj4) in P4 starting at g and ending at b;. We then try to join 6: to bf .
To join 2: and bf , the reader might expect us to choose a random walk from those with endpoints &i, bf . The main problem with this is that the distribution of bf may be significantly different from the steady state distribution of a walk from 6: in Ps. If we choose a walk in this manner then deleting it will condition the graph in a way which is complex to analyze, especially as we have to repeat the procedure K times.
We overcome this by choosing a set of random walks and use rejection sampling to make the final walk have the correct distribution.
There is still the complication that the bf are chosen before we do the walks. This leads to the subroutine WALK described next. WALK(&,~~, bt,I'3,1'4) generates a series of random walks of length r. in I?s starting from 8:. The last walk generated ends at bt which has the distribution [There is the question as to why we do not try to construct a walk from di to &. We need in W.4LK to generate an endpoint from the same distribution as the target. This will not be so easy if & has dropped out of the [r/10]-core.]
The somewhat strange method used to generate these walks will be further explained in Section 8. The distributions p, and pV can be computed in O(nmre) time by computing powers of the transition matrix, after which a random walk can be found in O(7v0) time. (For details see [lo] .) The analysis will show that in the range of interest, whp, s is bounded away from zero by a constant, hence the expected total running time of WALK is O(nmn,).
4.4
Phase 3. There is still the set L of pairs which have not been connected by paths. We will show later that whp IL1 is at most n/(logn)CO.
As such, these pairs can be dealt with by the algorithm of [lo], using graph G- The same argument can be applied to the edge avoiding walk of CONNECTBACK. In the latter case we do not need to consider the case u $! Rt. 5.2 Random walks on configurations.
To analyse random walks on the graphs Gi, we need to be sure they have the correct distribution.
LEMMA 5.2. For each i = 2,. . . ,6 the configuration Fi produced by algorithm SPLIT is random given its degree sequence i.e. conditional on having degree sequence d, Fi is equally likely to be any pairing of the corresponding C di points.
2. begin 3. Fo t 0; Ro c W 4. for t = 1 to IWl/2 do 5.
Choose ut E Rt-l arbitrarily 6. Choose vt randomly from Rt-1 \ {ut} 7.
Ft t Ft-I u {{ww}}; Rt + Rt-1 \ {ut,wt} 8. od 9. output F lO.end CONSTRUCT Figure 5 : Algorithm CONSTRUCT In summary, we can conduct our analysis of Phase 3 always assuming that the graphs Gs -Gs are random configuration multigraphs, given their degree sequences.
Analysis of Phase 1
We begin with some discussion of G:
Proof. Omitted 0 LEMMA 6.1. Whp every subgraph H of G which is induced by a set of vertices S, ISI < no = 27n/(8e6r3), has at most 3jSj/2 edges. We need to show that removing the edges of a random walk does not condition the pairings of the remaining points. We now consider the construction Proof. Omitted 0 of a random configuration F. It is useful to think of F as being constructed sequentially. The next lemma concerns the size of K at the end It is important to observe that for any t > 0, F \ Ft of SPLIT. is a random member of R(Rt).
Optimal Construction of Edge-Disjoint Paths in Random Re,Pular Graphs LE%NA 6.2. If K is as defined in algorithm SPLIT then whp IK(( 2 (1 -e-r/soo)n.
8 Analysis of Phase 3 8.1 Construction of IV,('),FV~". For 2' E K, let dj.c denote its degree in I'?, j = 2,3: 4 and let rj.v = 4,cl ELEK dj,w be the steady state distribution of Proof. Omitted 0 a random walk on I'j. 'These values change as the algorithm progresses, but, immediately prior to any random walk in a I'j we ensure that 7 Analysis of Phase 2
In thi: section we show that if our input graph G = (V, E) is G,., then whp, after we run SPLIT, we can find in Gr edge-disjoint paths from ai to &, and bi to ii, for 1 5 i <_ K, for any choice of al,. . . , b, consistent with the premises of Theorem 1.1, and every choice for &,..., K. 6
Let A and 2 be as defined in Section 4.2. For S C V, let We can then apply a theorem of Gale [14] (see Bondy and Murty [7] , Theorem 11.8) to deduce the existence of the required flow in Gr for the successful run of Phase 2.
Let Iti) denote I's immediately prior to constructing the random walk starting at Zi and let Kci) be its vertex set, the current value of K. Let Pci) denote the transition probability matrix of a random walk on l?ci). Let Xci) be the second largest eigenvalue of Pci). It is well known that the second eigenvalue determines the rate of convergence of a Markov chain to its steady state. An explicit form of this result was obtained by Jerrum and Sinclair [25] : if Z'r$!, (u, V) denotes the probability that a random walk of length t in l?ci) which starts at u will end at V, then
We will argue later that whp throughout the algorithm We will argue that as long as K is this large, vertices are being removed at a sufhciently slow rate so that the overall loss from K is less than EKn whp. Thus the specific assumption at each stage is that (8.8) holds at the present time. We do not in this way "condition on the future". <(S) -a(S) 5 12 n $1 -2n + PrlSl 5 PrlSl.
Thus Lemma 7.1 verifies (7.4) for IS] 5 n/2 provided we choose fl < l/288. For 1st > n/2 we use eG, (S, L?) = eG1 (3, S) _> @l/288 2 12 n SI 2 12 n 31 -26 + CY(S) = e(S) -c@)
We argued in Section 5.2 that I'ci) is random, given its degree sequence. .4ccording to Theorem 2 of [8] , (which is adapted from [163) the second largest eigenvalue Xci) is with probability 1 -O(lKl-") = 1 -O(nma) bounded by y/&, where y depends only on a and a bound on the ratio of the maximum and the minimum degrees of Ici), which we can take to be 3 by (8.5). Taking a = 4 we have that y is a constant independent of r. Using this in (8.7) we obtain that conditional on an event of probability 1 -O(ne4) and so Phase 2 succeeds whp.
(8.9) So from (3.3) we see that for large T we have the number of visits to S by Wi. Consider ps, the probability that a random walk W from 2~ E S returns to S (8.10) IP$/ (u, v) -7rti) 1 5 ne4. v within TQ steps.
Let &ci) be the intersection of the high probability events LEMMA 8. Pr(Eci+') 1 Eci)) 2 1 -O(ns3). Let qk = Pr(Ni,s = k 1 Eci)) for k 2 1. We claim This is clearly true for i = 0 and all we need to show is that given Wr, Ws, . . . , that (8.8) holds with the correct probability. n To prove (8.15) for k = 1, fix I'ci) and let h,(t) be the probability that the walk is at v after t steps. For t = 0, we have two cases.
Case 1: Subroutine CONNECTBACK is not executed. In this case W; starts from Zi which is a vertex chosen .uniformly at random from V2 \ {q, 22,. . . ,z+l}.
Notice that the execution of Phase 2 does: not depend on the paths created in Phase 1. Therefore we can analyse Phase 2 without reference to Phase 1 and it is legitimate to consider zi as chosen randomly in this way, independent of the state of Iti). So (8.16) km I ,v,, --2 < lo*;).
Case 2: Subroutine CONNECTBACK is executed. In this case Wi starts from z; which is the end point of a random walk in I's. The random walks in I?3 only use unexposed edges. The endpoint is chosen randomly from K(j) with probabiity at most 2w?), see Section 8.3.
So in either case h,(O) 5 lO?r?) . We can now inductively show that h,(t) 5 107rr) for aII t 2 0. Using the stationarity equations, we have Explanation of (8.13): working within the configu-(8-17) ration model we choose the s + 21 vertices in at most (,&) ways. The corresponding blocks contain at most The last inequality follows from (8.6) and (8.8). Hence, 2r(s + u)/7 points X. We then choose the set of lowest if Q^r denotes the probability that Nz,s > 1 then indices ; of the s + u + t -1 pairs in at most (",r!;cyrr) ways. The last factor is an upper bound on the probability that each point in I chooses a partner in X. Take t = r/30 and o 5 (240&)-' so that -t + 2aC~r < -r/120. Therefore
Pr(S C I3 1 E(i),P) 5 2e--rs/120.
Pick a walk mi of length re according to the distribution on trajectories, conditioned on start point = 6: Thus, 11.
12.
13. 14.
Let 22 be the terminal vertex of I?'i With probability $~jpmin/(p~i&,ax) accept ii/j and exitloop od Pr(S C I742 1 Eci)) 5 Pr(P 1 Oi)) + Pr(S C T$ 1 E(i),P) < 2e--rs/2501J00 output WJV2,...,IV~
15.end WALK]
proving (8.12). Suppose that besides vs, we also delete vr, 112,. . . , ve from Ks in Step 4 of GENPATHS. We claim that L 5 egn. To see this note that vi must have at least [r/71 -r/30 -r/10 2 r/200 neighbours in V2 U {VI,. . . , vi-l}. Thuspsu{vr,..., v+~} has at least &/200 edges. This contradicts Lemma 6.1 for 4 > esn and T sufficiently large, which proves that lK(1 2 n(1 -4~2) whp for the duration of Phase 2(a).
8.2
Construction of Wi4) and Analysis of WALK. The arguments we gave above apply to constructing and deleting WJ4) in I'4 and we will focus on discussing the subroutine' WALK. Consider a modification of WALK defined as follows: 
Omitted cl
Hence m? is a random walk to a vertex chosen with distribution @. Furthermore, by (8.6) s 2 0 = 3 and therefore the expected number of walks generated is constant.
There is a minor problem in that we want to choose the endpoints before we do the walks. This leads to the algorithm WALK described before. We now turn to its analysis. LEMMA 8.3. Suppose that bf is chosen from Ks with distribution 5.
Then the walks ml,...,yi in WALK~ (&~, g, bt,l?s,l?4) , and the walks @I,. . . , We in WALK(&~, I:, b;, lT3, I',) have the same distribution.
Proof. Omitted 0
Now we need to show that there are not many vertices in Gs having degrees less than r/10 after the L walks are deleted. The analysis is similar to that in the previous section. There are some technicalities though. We omit details for lack of space.
8.3
Analysis of CONNECTBACK.
We use the subroutine CONNECTBACK to connect vertices which are not in K back to K. In this subroutine we construct random walks using only uncovered edges. This effectively removes the possibility of long walks which go back and forward over the same edges.
Let I& be the set of vertices of Gs which are incident with at least r/30 edges of these walks.
We can show that if p = n(40ecrr/ log, r~)+/~' then Pr(l&jl 2 p) < (40ear/log,n)'l'20 + 0. 9 Analysis of Phase 4
We join the pairs in L using the algorithm of [lo] . The algorithm is capable of joining Q(n/(lnn)C) distinct pairs for some constant c > 0, provided-the graph has sufficent edge-expansion.
Notice that iii, bi are chosen as 'distinct vertices. For large T, Gs will whp have ample expansion and 2p will be small enough for the algorithm. The full paper can be found at http://www.math.cmu.edu/Naflp/papers.html.
